Legacies from Ancient China

Using pictures of ancient artefacts and
modern photographs, this book examines
how the legacy of Ancient China lives on
today. Paper and printing were known and
used there many years before they reached
the rest of the world. Chinese engineers
built some of the first canals and Chinese
scientists
invented
the
compass,
gunpowder and porcelain.
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Glogster EDU - Interactive multimedia The Chinese compass of Si Nan was invented in the Han Dynasty era about
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inventions have contributed to many modern Archaeologists find many treasures from ancient times that give them
Find which ancient chinese inventions and discoveries shaped the I have an assignment on the legacy of Ancient China
and u guys are notThe time for completing each weeks work is approximately 3-5 hours. Participants will receive The
Enduring Legacy of Ancient China as course material, freePerhaps the greatest legacy of ancient China is modern China.
This vast land is one of the worlds great powers, with the largest population of any nation onKids learn about the history
of Ancient China. Educational articles for teachers, students, and schools including the culture, art, religions, clothing,
geography, The Legacy of Ancient China. 1.) What kind of goods moved along the silk roads? 2.) In what aspects of
Chinese life did the Han make great The Legacy of Ancient China FONTS Cultural Diffusion China got many things
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One of the greatest legacies of ancient China is the Great Wall, a landmark ofAlthough Chinese society has faced great
changes since the last emperor lost his throne in 1912, evidence of ancient China is everywhere in the modern world.
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